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In view  of  new  high-precision experiments in  atomic physics it  seems necessary to reexamine nonlinear 
theories of  electrodynamics. The precise calculation of  electronic and muonic atomic energies has been  used 
to determine the possible size of the upper limit E„,  to the electric field strength, which has been  assumed 
to be  a Parameter. This is opposed to Born's  idea of  a purely electromagnetic oaigin of the electron's mass 
which determines E„,.  We find  Ern,> 1.7X 1020 V/cm. 
In recent years nonlinear electrodynamics has  ments only when high electric fields of  the order 
not belonged to the mainstream of  research be-  of  10"  V/cm are involved,  it was argued that the 
cause any effective work within this framework  only possible experiments would be dominated by 
was handicapped by mathematical and numerical  quantum effects,  so that nonlinear effects would 
difficulties with nonlinear equations.  As the non-  be invisible. ' However,  very recent y-spectro- 
linear effects were expected to show up in experi-  scopic experiments and calculations in atomic 